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InfoComm attendees will also see Samsungs new flagship QLED high-definition televisions with curved VA panels to offer stunning images with a virtually edge-free screen, flatter viewing angles and an infinite
array of colors. Also on display are Samsungs revolutionary curved infinity room TVs that are sleek, thin and offer a stunning, ultra-thin viewing experience. Samsung will also showcase the Connected Seminar

Table, Samsungs smart and intuitive tabletop projection system, which integrates three key components into one display that eliminate multiple equipment setup. With Samsungs Intelligent Digital Signage
(iDS), a wide array of content can be streamed to the table, providing conference attendees with a seamless user experience. Choose content from a USB drive, Samsung Kies or websites, or send the display an
URL and pick up where you left off as soon as you leave the conference hall. Based on Samsungs Sharpness Engine, the iDS mimics the quality and sharpness of standard technology to help immerse conference
attendees into the content. InfoComm attendees will also see Samsungs new flagship smart home and family monitors, that combine breakthrough thin design and high-end performance, to provide a stunning,

uninterrupted viewing experience. The new models feature Samsungs Smart View Ai feature that recognizes the size, activity and current state of each family member, and automatically adjusts the most
appropriate display to be used. Samsung will also showcase the new Samsung VNL2720X soundbar, a versatile desktop speaker that brings powerful HD sound to any room. Connected to the internet via wi-fi,

the VNL2720X supports Samsungs Smart View Ai, which automatically recognizes the size, activity and current state of each family member. The speakers also automatically adjusts the most appropriate display
for ultimate convenience. Additionally, it offers excellent sound volume for both near and far applications.
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InfoComm attendees will also see Samsungs new flagship QLED high-definition televisions with
curved VA panels to offer stunning images with a virtually edge-free screen, flatter viewing angles
and an infinite array of colors. Also on display are Samsungs revolutionary curved infinity room TVs
that are sleek, thin and offer a stunning, ultra-thin viewing experience. Samsung will also showcase

the Connected Seminar Table, Samsungs smart and intuitive tabletop projection system, which
integrates three key components into one display that eliminate multiple equipment setup. With
Samsungs Intelligent Digital Signage (iDS), a wide array of content can be streamed to the table,

providing conference attendees with a seamless user experience. Choose content from a USB drive,
Samsung Kies or websites, or send the display an URL and pick up where you left off as soon as you

leave the conference hall. Based on Samsungs Sharpness Engine, the iDS mimics the quality and
sharpness of standard technology to help immerse conference attendees into the content. InfoComm

attendees will also see Samsungs new flagship smart home and family monitors, that combine
breakthrough thin design and high-end performance, to provide a stunning, uninterrupted viewing

experience. The new models feature Samsungs Smart View Ai feature that recognizes the size,
activity and current state of each family member, and automatically adjusts the most appropriate
display to be used. Samsung will also showcase the new Samsung VNL2720X soundbar, a versatile

desktop speaker that brings powerful HD sound to any room. Connected to the internet via wi-fi, the
VNL2720X supports Samsungs Smart View Ai, which automatically recognizes the size, activity and
current state of each family member. The speakers also automatically adjusts the most appropriate
display for ultimate convenience. Additionally, it offers excellent sound volume for both near and far

applications. 5ec8ef588b
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